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- by State of the Nation, Feb 7, 2023, LINK

SOTN Editor’s Note: The videos in the article linked 
at the bottom of this post reveal the sheer enormity 
and gravity of the immense back-to-back earthquake 
and aftershock that just struck Turkey and Syria in 
the red areas shown above.

Because of its highly geostrategic location, there 
is no doubt that these 7.5 and 7.8 quakes were trig‐
gered by highly advanced earthquake weaponry 
which only very few countries possess.

What that really means is that all the usual su  s ‐
pects — US, UK & Israel — are the most likely perpe‐
trators. How so? Because when the $64,000 question 
is asked — “Cui bono?” — those three geoterrorist 
states always come up first, second and third—
THAT’S WHY!

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH PAPER:
Super Energy Weapons, Triggering Earthquakes, 
Volcanoes and, Other Earth Movements, LINK
The unusually widespread and extraordinary degree 
of destruction wrought by these earthquakes serves 
as the first major clues proving that this was yet an‐
other barbaric act of Zio-Anglo-American geoterror‐
ism. But why? There are actually many reasons why 
the Axis of Evil is hellbent on bringing Turkey to its 
knees. As follows:

• Turkey has refused to permit Sweden (and 
Finland) into NATO pending the outcome of the 
“harboring terrorists” issue

• Turkey has been working closely with Russia, 
Syria and Iran to permanently resolve the US-
sponsored forever war in Syria

• Turkey has been collaborating with Russia all 
along to help negotiate a peace treaty with 
Ukraine

• Turkey’s territory has become Russia’s Plan B 
where it concerns natural gas pipelines that 
were once operative in Ukraine, as well as pre‐
senting an alternative to the destroyed Nord 
Stream pipelines

• Turkey has made major purchases of armaments 
from Russia including the S-400 air defense sy stem 
against the strict demands of the United States

• Turkey has been in an intensifying cold war 
with fellow NATO member Greece which is 
view ed as highly disruptive to the central mis‐
sion of the North Atlantic Terrorist Organization

• Turkey has also recently attacked the Syrian 
Kurds who are considered the U.S. partner in the 
fake fight against ISIS (Israeli Secret Intelligence 
Service)

• Turkey was targeted by the Zio-Anglo-American 
Axis just last week with economic sabotage after 
the US and several European nations shut down 
their consulates in Istanbul after falsely warning 
of terrorist attacks

• Turkey’s Interior Minister recently lambasted US 
ambassador Jeffry Flake, accused Washington of 
“working to hurt his country” and incriminated 
the Western nations for waging “psychological 
warfare” to undermine tourism in Türkiye, all 
just 3 days prior to this transparently vengeful 
geoterrorist attack.

UNPRECEDENTED!
Turkish Interior Minister Suleyman Soylu Slams 
the US, UK and EU just 3 days before the devastat‐
ing artificially triggered earthquakes, LINK
These are just a few of the reasons why the Axis of 
Evil is quite unhappy with Turkey. There are, in fact, 
several other motives for this cataclysmic 
geoterrorist attack which are well beyond the scope 
of this brief report.  Hopefully the entire world 
community of nations will finally put two and two 
together in the aftermath of this transparently 
manufactured calamity and understand that 
earthquake weapons are very real and extremely 
powerful and will be utilized on any rogue client 
state.

Bottom Line: Every massive tremblor has its own 
energetic signatures which reveal the true cause of 
the immense and momentary release of energy that 
defines a natural earthquake over 7.0 on the Richter 
Scale. In light of the highly sophisticated diagnostic 
devices and advanced technologies which measure 
and analyze seismological movements, the man‐
made nature of these quakes will soon be confirmed. 
When the Kahramanmaras earthquake data is fully 
examined by objective seismologists and competent 
geologists worldwide, these enormous manufac‐
tured tremors will be exposed as an artificially-in‐
duced event distinguished by their manmade seis ‐
mo logical signatures.

KEY POINTS: Artificially induced earthquakes via 
DEW geoweapons have been perpetrated by the 
Western powers over decades. “All the earthquake 
experts say that with such a large earthquake of almost 
8.0 on the Richter scale, these two tremblors were 
unusually shallow at a depth of only 10 km. Earth ‐
quakes of that magnitude usually occur at a depth of at 
least 30 km. In addition, a pair of large earthquakes of 
7.8 and 7.5 in such a short time is also a rare pheno me‐
non. Moreover, huge flashes in the sky were seen by 
many just before the earthquake. They especially lit up 
a large part of the sky in that specific area just be fore 
the first 7.8 earthquake.” Quote Aeronet News, LINK.

A one-two punch geo-weapon strategy was utilized 
with great precision to first unsettle the foun  dations 
of every building in a very large area via the first 
earthquake which was then followed by a second 
major earthquake (not just an aftershock) to bring 
those structures down into their own footprints.  
Furthermore, this exceedingly heinous act of 
geoterrorism was executed at 04:17 TRT in the early 
morning to bring about maximum number of deaths 
which it has surely done.

As always, the video footage and photos in the 
post below tell a story which can only be conveyed 
by clue-laden pictures. For example, the large flocks 
of agitated birds in the video that follows were 
clear ly trying to tell the local population something 
is very wrong. Yes, animals always act strange and 
leave the area before an earthquake but perhaps 
these birds were being adversely impacted by the 
super-energy weapons just prior to these 2 big 
earthquakes in Turkey.

OPERATION TURKEY TREMBLORS: Hard evidence 
points to same powerful DEW geo-weapons DARPA 
used to trigger the devastating 2010 Haiti earthquake
*ZOG Earthquake Weaponry Strategically
Inflicts Overwhelming Catastrophic Damage Across 
South-Central Turkey and Syria—Whodunit & Why?
*ZOG = Zionist Occupied Government 
such as those which currently rule the 
United States, United Kingdom and the 
State of Israel

In Turkey, strange behavior was observed in birds just before 
the earthquake, LINK

List of countries that pulled their 
ambassadors out of Turkey 24 hours 
before the earthquake.
√ Canada
√ USA
√ Britain
√ Germany
√ Belgium
√ Italy
√ Holland
√ France
Nothing suspicious here...?,?...

MARTY, WHATEVER HAPPENS

DONT EVER GO TO 2020
2021,2022,2023,2024,2025

https://stateofthenation.co/?p=156619
https://youtu.be/cqAvGYe_jfE
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=137270
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=156603
https://aeronet.news/video-dejte-sve-spinave-ruce-pryc-od-turecka-a-nevmesujte-se-do-vnitrnich-zalezitosti-madarska-dve-zeme-dva-ministri-a-krik-na-dva-americke-velvyslance/
https://youtu.be/cqAvGYe_jfE

